Capital Honda Offers an Online Tire Source Shop for Drivers in the
Charlottetown area
Drivers looking for a new set of tires or wheels can shop online with Capital Honda
CHARLOTTETOWN, P. E. I. (PRWEB) February 27, 2020 -- Capital Honda is a Honda dealership in
Charlottetown that offers vehicle service and parts. Currently, the dealership is promoting its online Tire Source
shop, which can help drivers get a quote on new tires and wheels for their vehicles.
Drivers who are interested in getting a quote on a new set of tires or wheels for their vehicles are encouraged to
try out the Tire Source shop on the dealership’s website, capitalhonda.com. The Tire Source pagecan be found
under the “Service” drop-down menu at the top of the website. Clicking that will load the first step in the Tire
Source shop, which gives customers the choice to find tires or find wheels.
To use Tire Source with Capital Honda, customers will need to input basic information about the vehicle which
they are purchasing parts for. After selecting either wheels or tires on Tire Source, customers will be asked
what year their vehicle is, then what make it is and finally what model their vehicle is. They may even be
prompted to select a trim level. Once all vehicle information is filled out, Tire Source will automatically come
up with a complete list of possible wheels and tires that can be purchased through Capital Honda. Clicking on
the “Add to quote” button allows customers to get a quote on the price of the tires and wheels they are
interested in.
Customers can also find a form to schedule vehicle service on the dealership’s website. Vehicle services
include tire and wheel services.
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Contact Information
Daniel Rix
Capital Honda
http://https://www.capitalhonda.com/
902-566-1101
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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